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Abstract: The interest in the music classification has increased due toits wide applicability and discoveries obtained from researches.
However, efficient methods for systemic organization of digital libraries are required, since users need to classify the available music
files. When an automatic classification is desired, the extraction of input attributes and an efficient system, able to process them, are
needed. In this context, the use of decision trees as a tool topredict musical genres classes allows the monitoring of theramification,
since nodes and branches of the tree can be accessed in this process. Decision tree is a technique very useful in data mining to extract
information of a data set, normally using a TDIDT (Top-Down Induction Decision Tree) algorithm. Therefore, the goal of this paper
is to propose an automatic classification method for Latin musical genres, by applying decision tree approach. The real database used
is namedLatin Music Database[20]. Two algorithms are executed: CART (Classification and Regression Tree) [2] and C4.5 [18],
which have constructive criteria distinguished. The obtained results are compared and discussed in order to evaluate the classification
performance.
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1 Introduction

Music is frequently present in our lives. In recent
decades, there was an observable growth of music
information, especially in online media. Automatic
musical genre classification is a fundamental component
of music information retrieval systems and has been
enjoying a growing amount of attention with the
emergence of digital music on the Internet [12]. More
than leisure and entertainment, music is able to
manipulate reactions and decisions; presenting multiple
features. As an example, we can mention the music
therapy, which is applied in patients with mental
disorders, and it is discussed in literature [7,11]. For the
reasons described before, commercial and financial
interests has been increasing significantly, as well as the
academic research interest, specially in music information
classification and recuperation study areas [9,22,26].

The automatic extraction of music information has had
considerable importance as a way to structure and organize
large number of digital music files available on the Web
[25]. In the literature and in the digital music libraries, the
musical genre classification is the most common way to

catalog this type of media. Although musical genres do not
have strict rules and well defined boundaries, this category
is more easily quantified than other musical parameters.
For this reason the musical genres classification has had
more attention in the scientific community [1,6,12,26].

It is expected that music from the same genre share
similarities among themselves, which makes them
different from other genres [1]. However, the expansion
of mediatic resources has increasing the number of genres
and their mergers. According to Li and Ogihara (2005), as
the music industry grows, the boundaries between
musical genres become blurred, making the process of
classification more difficult. Although considerable
research has been proposed in the literature, there is no a
general solution for the automatic classification task of
musical genres and little has been done on hierarchical
classification [12]. For that, the search for a solution using
mathematical and statistics modeling, applied to data
mining, is relevant to propose solutions to classification
problems.

In this context, the goal of this paper is to propose an
automatic classification method for musical genres, by
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decision tree approach. Decision trees are prediction
models that allow researchers to examine the data
relationships by accessing the nodes and the branches of
the tree. Two algorithms for construction of decision trees
are executed: CART (Classification and Regression Tree -
[2]) and C4.5 [18] algorithms. Both structure decision
trees from a data sample, however they have constructive
criteria distinguished. For that, the outputs of the two
algorithms can be compared in order to find the best
solution to the classification problem. The database used
is namedLatin Music Database, from [20], which is
composed by real numerical features that describes Latin
genres. The CART algorithm generates binary decision
trees and C4.5 algorithm can generate more than two
splits. In order to compare the results obtained from the
classification trees, both of them are considered as binary
trees.

This paper is organized as follows: The section 2
describes some papers that apply decision trees algorithm
to classify music or something related to the subject. The
section 3 presents the decision tree technique. The
methods and algorithms used in this work are presented in
the section 4. And the database in the section 5. The
section 6 presents the results. Finally, section 7 comments
on the conclusion obtained from the results of
classification.

2 Related Works

Decision tree is very used in data mining, since it is
frequently applied in areas such as finance, marketing,
engineering and medicine [19]. However, the employment
of decision tree as a tool to predict musical genres classes
is little used in the literature. An advantage of using
decision tree is the fact that not only numerical
parameters are shown, but also it provides for the
researcher the possibility to follow the data classification
through the graphical analysis of the tree structure. This
characteristic upgrade the investigation about the behavior
of the attributes involved in the classification task.

Considering authors that investigated music, sounds
or something related to the subject, Castán et. al (2010)
propose a system able to classify broadcast radio data
considering music, voice or both. The difficulty in
working with this kind of data is to create a robust model
for the identification of music signal. The solution
proposed combines six features using C4.5 algorithm,
which build a binary decision tree to provide the
minimum classification error. The experiment result
shows the decision tree method improve the results of the
individual features what highlights the complementarity
among them, besides this obtains an improvement of
more than 10% over the most discriminative feature [3].

Another interesting approach is described by Jensen
and Arnspang (1999), who present a method based on
binary trees created with average entropy. The main aim
of this method is comprehend which timbre attributes

split the sounds of the instrument into classes. In this
scenario, classification trees show positive results
providing more information about the importance of the
timbre attributes in the identification of instruments.
Furthermore, they could be used to classify new, unknown
sounds, and help understand which timbre attributes are
pertinent in the identification of musical sounds [8].

Yuan et al. (2002) apply decision tree to classify
videos as different genres and produce a set of decision
rules. According to the authors, videos could be
categorized into different genre using attributes, due to
videos belonging to a specific genre have similar features
that differ from the others, alike music genres. As result
decision trees present nearly 75% of accuracy and for this
reason they might be considered promising to
classification task [27].

Norowi et al. (2005) present the results of five
different experiments used to classify eight traditional
Malay music genres. The authors conduct the study
varying some conditions as data set size, start point of the
music, track length, numbers of Cross-Validation and
considering two classifier, OneR and J48 (decision tree
algorithm). This last experiment demonstrated a superior
accuracy of J48 compared to OneR classifier. They
conclude that some classifiers are suitable in performing a
classification problem while other may not [13].

Considering the state of the art, the main contribution
of this paper is to automate the classification task of Latin
musical genres, using decision trees, an approach little
explored in literature. Compared to other advanced
machine learning models, as Black Box Methods (Neural
Networks and Support Vector Machines), the decision
trees generally perform nearly as well but are much easier
to understand and deploy [10].

3 Decision Trees

Decision tree is a technique very useful in data mining to
extract information of a data set. Normally, this extract
information process is done by a TDIDT (Top-Down
Induction Decision Tree) algorithm, described in Figure 1
[19], which induces a tree structure by splitting data into
subgroups more and more uniforms based on divide and
conquer method [10]. This split process stops when the
subset contains just one class or when no more
improvement is possible.

The split process also can be interrupted by a stopped
criterion pre-determined. Mathematically, a split can be
represented by a test functiont : X −→ Rt that maps
instances into split outcomes so a separate outgoing
branch is associated with each possible outcomes of a
node’s split [4]. Decision tree models can be used in
classification tasks (Classification Tree), in order to
classify objects or instances in tagged classes; or in
regression tasks (Regression Tree), when the outcome is
describe by a numeric or categoric value.
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A decision tree consists of a data set, partitioned into
groups known asnodes. The top node is calledroot node,
which is selected using some attribute selection measures,
like described in Section 4.

Fig. 1: Top-Down Algorithm for Decision Tree Induction.
Source: [19]

Under the root node are the internal nodes, originating
from the division of the data set; they constitute the tree
branches. At the end of each branch is the terminal node,
designed leaves, which represent the most appropriated
class for the rule. One rule is composed by each terminal
node, plus the internal nodes that belongs to one specific
branch and the root node. The rules are describe by a
IF-THEN model (“IF attributew is y1 AND attributex is
y2 THEN the class isz”). These rules are used to classify
unknown data at the inference process.

A simple decision tree structure is illustrated in Figure
2.

Fig. 2: Example of decision tree structure.

4 Methods and Algorithms

In this section, algorithms employed to classify the Latin
Music Database are described. There are many different
ways to construct a decision tree. CART (Classification
and Regression Tree) and ID3 (Iterative Dichotomiser)
are very common algorithm to induce trees. These
algorithms present other more recent versions, obtained
from an evolution or an improvement of them, with
different construction criteria. C4.5 algorithm is an
evolution of ID3 algorithm.

CART and C4.5 algorithms construct the tree in two
phases: growing and pruning, while other ones, as ID3,
just execute the growing process. The growing is a
recursive process that establishes the structure of the
decision tree according to some splitting criterion, such
Information Gain, Gini Index, Twoing, and Gain Ratio,
which definitions are described in this section. ID3
algorithm uses Information Gain which is an
impurity-based criteria that uses entropy measure as the
impurity measure [17,19]. This estimator is closely
related to the Maximum Likelihood Estimator, which is a
popular statistical method used to make inferences about
parameters of the underlying probability distribution from
a given data set [19].

CART algorithm is characterized by the fact that it
constructs binary trees, namely each internal node has
exactly two outgoing edges [19]. The splitting criteria is
the Twoing criteria, that search for two classes that will
make up together more then 50% of the data; Twoing
splitting rule allows us to build more balanced trees but
this algorithm works slower than Gini rule [23].

C4.5 algorithm is an ID3 evolution and it uses Gain
Ratio as splitting criteria. The element with highest Gain
Ratio is taken as the root node and data set is split based
on the root element values [14]. The Information Gain is
calculated for all the sub-nodes and the process is
repeated until the prediction is completed. CART and
C4.5 algorithms use a technique of exhaustive research to
define the thresholds to be used in the nodes to divide the
continuous attributes.

The second phase, pruning, is responsible to reduce
the complexity of the tree. It means reducing size of the
tree that are too large and deep. The problem of noise and
overfitting reduces the efficiency and accuracy of data.
The overfitting happens when the tree lost the ability of
generalizing to instances not present during the training
process. By increasing the number of nodes, the training
error usually decreases while at some point the
generalization error becomes worse, (Rokach and
Maimon (2008)).

Pruning methods typically use statistical measures to
remove the least reliable branches [15]. As a consequence
it optimize the computational operation, eliminate
overfitting, and improve the classification of unknown
data. There are two types of pruning, pre-pruning and
post-pruning. The first one, while building the decision
tree keep on checking whether tree is overfitting based on
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different measures like Laplace Error and Minimum
Description Length [15]. And in the second one, the tree
is built completely, after this, the branches and levels are
reduce using Error-Based Pruning [19], for example.

Other possibility to avoid large tree is establish
stopping criteria. However, Rokach et. al (2008) mention
tight stopping criteria tends to create small and
underfitted tree, whereas loose criteria tends to generate
large and overfitted decision trees [19]. To solve this
problem Breiman et. al (1984) developed a pruning
methodology based on a loose stopping criterion and
allowing the decision tree to overfit the training set. Then
the overfitted tree is cut back into a smaller tree by
removing sub-branches that are not contributing to the
generalization accuracy [2,19].

The pruning techniques varies according to the
decision tree algorithm, Cost-Complexity Pruning,
Reduced Error Pruning and Minimum Error Pruning are
some examples that can be used to prune trees.

4.1 CART Algorithm

CART stands for classification (categoric attributes) and
regression (continuous attributes) trees. The splits are
selected using the Twoing criteria and the pruning process
is the Cost-Complexity. An important feature of CART is
its ability to generate regression trees. The leafs predicta
real number and not a class. In case of regression the
algorithm looks for splits that minimize the prediction
squared error [19]. The prediction in each leaf is based on
the weighted mean for node.

The CART can construct classification or regression
trees in two phases: growing and pruning.

4.1.1 Growing CART tree

First of all, it is important to introduce the Gini Index.
Gini Index is an impurity-based criteria that measures the
divergences between the probability distributions of the
target attributes values. It is defined as (1), given a
training setS and a target attributey [19]. The σ denotes
selection of tuples, for example,σy=cj S denotes the
selection of instances of the attributey that belong toc j
class, given the data setS.

Gini(y,S) = 1− ∑
cj∈dom(y)

(
σy=cj S

|S|
)2
. (1)

Consequently the evaluation criterion for selecting the
attributeai is defined as (2)

GiniGain(ai,S) = Gini(y,S)+

− ∑
vi, j∈dom(ai)

(
σai=vi, j S

|S|
)×Gini(y,σai=vi, j S). (2)

The Gini Index may encounter problems when the
domain of the target attribute is relatively wide. In such
cases, it is possible to employ binary criterion called
Twoing. This criterion is defined as (3),wheredom(ai)
anddom(y) represent the domain of the attributeai and of
the target attribute, respectively.

Twoing(ai,dom1(ai),dom2(ai),S) = 0.25×

×
σai∈dom1(ai)S

|S|
×

σai∈dom2(ai)S

|S|
×

×( ∑
ci∈dom(y)

|
σai∈dom1(ai)ANDy=ci

S

|σai∈dom1(ai)S|
−

σai∈dom2(ai)ANDy=ci
S

|σai∈dom2(ai)S|
|)2

(3)
When the target attribute is binary the Gini and

Twoing criteria are equivalent. For multi-class problems
the Twoing criteria prefers attributes with evenly divided
splits [19].

4.1.2 Pruning CART Tree

The tree obtained by CART algorithm is pruned using
Cost-Complexity (CC), which proceeds in two stages. In
the first stage, a sequence of treesT0,T1, ...,Tk is built on
the training data whereT0 is the original tree before
pruning andTk is the root tree [19].

In the second stage, one of these trees is chosen as the
pruned tree, based on its generalization error estimation.
TreeTi+1 is obtained by replacing one or more of the sub-
trees in the predecessor treeTi with suitable leaves. The
pruned sub-trees are those that obtain the lowest increase
in apparent error rate per pruned leaf, as (4).

α =
ε(pruned(T, t),S)− ε(T,S)

|leaves(T)|− |leaves(pruned(T, t))|
(4)

where:
I) ε(T,S) indicates the error rate of treeT over the

sampleS;
II) |leaves(T)| indicates the number of leaves inT;
III) pruned(T, t) indicates the tree obtained by

replacing the nodet in T with a suitable leaf.
In the second stage, the generalization error of each

pruned tree is estimated and the best one is then selected.

4.2 C4.5 Algorithm

C4.5 was developed by Quinlan (1986) [16], which is an
evolution of ID3. The main contributions of C4.5
algorithm, compared to ID3, are: it can run categorical or
continuous attributes; it can works with unknown values;
it uses Gain Ratio as splitting criteria, which generates
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more robust trees than Information Gain; it presents a
post-pruning procedure. ID3 does not apply any pruning
procedure nor does it handle numeric attributes or
missing data.

Although there is already the C5.0 algorithm, the C4.5
is the most frequently used in literature, for having
obtained excellent results in classification problems and
for having the source code available; while the C5.0 is a
commercial software. The procedure of C4.5 algorithm is
described below, in growing and pruning phases.

4.2.1 Growing C4.5 tree

C4.5 algorithm uses Gain Ratio as splitting criteria. When
the number of instances to be split is below a certain
threshold, the splitting stopes. The algorithm can handle
numeric attributes. In order to introduce the Gain Ratio,
we must present the Information Gain and Entropy
concepts.

The Entropy of a sample of data indicates how mixed
the class values are. It consists of a measuring purity. The
minimum value of 0 indicates that the sample is
homogeneous and 1 indicates the disorder [10]. The
definition of entropy can be expressed as (5).

Entropy(y,S) = ∑
cj∈dom(y)

−
|σy=cj S|

|S|
× log2

|σy=cj S|

|S|
(5)

Information Gain uses the Entropy measure as purity
measure, as (6). Using (6), the algorithm decides which
feature must split upon and uses Entropy to calculate the
change in homogeneity, resulting from a split on each
possible feature.

In f oGain(ai,S) = Entropy(y,S)+

− ∑
vi, j∈dom(ai)

|σai=vi, j S|

|S|
×Entropy(y,σai=vi, j S) (6)

Finally, the Gain Ratio can be express by (7).
According to Quinlan (1993), it normalizes the
Information Gain.

GainRatio(ai,S) =
In f oGain(ai,S)
Entropy(ai,S)

(7)

The ratio may tend to favor attributes for which the
denominator is very small. First the Information Gain is
calculated for all attributes. Then, the attribute that has
obtained the best Gain Ratio is selected, as a consequence
of considering only attributes that have performed at least
as well as the average Information Gain [19]. On other
words, the Gain Ratio criterion selects a test to maximize
the ratio (7), subject to the constraint that the Information
Gain must be large - at least as great as the average gain
over all tests examined.

4.2.2 Pruning C4.5 Tree

Some methods of pruning process discard part of the tree
called subtrees, and replace them with leaves. The
strategy used by C4.5 named Error-Based Pruning (EBP)
it is an evolution of other method called Pessimistic
Pruning. C4.5 equates the predicted error rate at a leaf
with this upper limit, on the argument that the tree has
been constructed to minimize the observed error rate [18].
Rokach and Maimon (2008) describe the EBP as the
following way: as in pessimistic pruning, the error rate is
estimated using the upper bound of the statistical
confidence interval for proportions, as (8).

εUB(T,S) = ε(T,S)+Zα ×

√

ε(T,S)× (1− ε(T,S))
|S|

(8)

whereε(T,S) denotes the misclassification rate of the tree
T on the training setS; Z is the inverse of the standard
normal cumulative distribution; andα is the desired
significance level.

Let subtree(T, t) denote the subtree rooted by the node
t. Let maxchild(T, t) denote the most frequent child node
of t (namely most of the instances inSreach this particular
child) and letSt denote all instances inS that reach the
nodet. The procedure traverses bottom-up all nodes and
compares the following values:

I) εUB(subtree(T, t),St)
II) εUB(pruned(subtree(T, t), t),St)
III) εUB(subtree(T,maxchild(T, t)),Smaxchild(T, t))
According to the lowest value, the procedure either

leaves the tree as is; prune the nodet; or replaces the node
t with the subtree rooted bymaxchild(T, t) [19].

An alternative of pruning method is calledReduced
Error Pruning (REP), which is a post-pruning method,
proposed by Quinlan (1987), that uses a hold out set for
error estimates. While traversing over the internal nodes
from the bottom to the top, the procedure checks each
internal node to determine whether replacing it with the
most frequent class does not reduce the trees accuracy.
So, the node is pruned if accuracy is not reduced and the
procedure continues until any further pruning would
decrease the accuracy.

4.3 Evaluation of Classification Trees

Evaluating the performance of a classification tree is a
fundamental aspect of machine learning. The decision
tree inducer receives a training set as input and constructs
a classification tree that can classify an unseen instance.
In this work, Cross-Validation, Receiver Operating
Characteristic and Confusion Matrix are applied as
efficient indicators for assessing the quality of the
analysis results.

In n-fold Cross-Validation, the data is randomly split
into n mutually exclusive subsets of approximately equal
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size. An inducer is trained and testedn times; each time it
is tested on one of thek folds and trained using the
remainingn− 1 folds. The advantage of this method is
that it matters less how the data gets divided. Every data
point gets to be in a test set exactly once, and gets to be in
a training setn− 1 times. The variance of the resulting
estimate is reduced asn is increased. Therefore, the basic
idea is that some of the data is removed before training
begins. Then when training is done, the data that was
removed can be used to test the performance of the
learned model on “new” data.

The Confusion Matrixis used as an indication of the
properties of a classification rule. It contains the number
of elements that have been correctly or incorrectly
classified for each class. The main diagonal presents the
number of observations that have been correctly classified
for each class. The off-diagonal elements present the
number of observations that have been incorrectly
classified [19].

The Confusion MatrixM(Ci ,Cj), for i, j = 1, ...,k,
classes provides an effective measure of the classification
model performance, since it shows the number of
elements correctly classified and predict, for each class.
Let T be a set of examples andh the hypothesis. The
Confusion Matrix ofh is given by:

M(Ci ,Cj) = ∑
∀(x,y)∈T:y=ci

‖ h(x) =Cj ‖

whereCi is the true class and theCj is the predict class.
Table 1 illustrates the Confusion Matrix.

Table 1: Confusion Matrix
Class PredictC1 PredictC2 . . . PredictCk

TrueC1 M(C1,C1) M(C1,C2) . . . M(C1,Ck)
TrueC2 M(C2,C1) M(C2,C2) . . . M(C2,Ck)

...
...

...
...

TrueCk M(Ck,C1) M(Ck,C2) . . . M(Ck,Ck)

Receiver Operator Characteristic(ROC) curve, or
ROC curve, is commonly used to present results for
decision problems in machine learning. It examines the
tradeoff between the detection of true positives, while
avoiding the false positives. Curves are defined on a plot
with the proportion of true positives on the vertical axis,
and the proportion of false positives on the horizontal
axis. These values are equivalent tosensitivity and (1
specificity), respectively. The closer the curve is to the
perfect classifier, the better it is at identifying positive
values. This can be measured using a statistic known as
the area under the ROC curve, which measures the total
area under the ROC curve. The area ranges from 0.5 (for
a classifier with no predictive value), to 1.0 (for a perfect
classifier).

The points comprising ROC curves indicate the true
positive rate at varying false positive thresholds. To create

the curves, a classifier’s predictions are sorted by the
model’s estimated probability of the positive class, with
the largest values first. Beginning at the origin, each
prediction’s impact on the true positive rate and false
positive rate will result in a curve tracing vertically (fora
correct prediction), or horizontally (for an incorrect
prediction) [10].

5 Latin Music Database

In this paper, we used a set of the available music inLatin
Music Database, from [20], a musical recordings
database from the ten different genres: Tango, Salsa,
Forró, Axé, Bachata, Bolero, Merengue, Gaúcha,
Sertanejo and Pagode. The framework from [24] was
employed for feature extraction.

The features employed in this paper comprise
short-time Fourier transform, Mel frequency cepstral
coefficients (MFCC), beat and pitch related features,
inter-onset interval histogram coefficients, rhythm
histograms and statistical spectrum descriptors. More
details can be seen in [21].

The features can be split into three groups: the
beat-related features (features 1 to 6) include the relative
amplitudes and the beats per minute. Timbral texture
features (features 7 to 25) account for the means and
variance of the spectral centroid, rolloff, flux, the time
zero domain crossings, the first five MFCCs and low
energy. Pitch-related features (features 26 to 30) include
the maximum periods and amplitudes of the pitch peaks
in the pitch histograms.

Each row of the input matrix is called “instance”, it
contains the numerical information about the features and
it corresponds to one genre. The final feature vector is
outlined in Table 2.
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Table 2: Description of the feature vector

Feature Description
1 Relative amplitude of the first histogram peak
2 Relative amplitude of the second histogram peak
3 Ratio between the amplitudes of the second peak

and the first peak
4 Period of the first peak in bpm
5 Period of the second peak in bpm
6 Overall histogram sum (beat strength)
7 Spectral centroid mean
8 Spectral rolloff mean
9 Spectral flow mean
10 Zero crossing rate mean
11 Standard deviation for spectral centroid
12 Standard deviation for spectral rolloff
13 Standard deviation for spectral flow
14 Standard deviation for zero crossing rate
15 Low energy
16 First MCFF mean
17 Second MCFF mean
18 Third MCFF mean
19 Fourth MCFF mean
20 Fifth MCFF mean
21 Standard deviation for first MFCC
22 Standard deviation for second MFCC
23 Standard deviation for third MFCC
24 Standard deviation for fourth MFCC
25 Standard deviation for fifth MFCC
26 The overall sum of the histogram (pitch strength)
27 Period of the maximum peak of the unfolded histogram
28 Range of the maximum peak of the folded histogram
29 Period of the maximum peak of the folded histogram
30 Pitch interval between the two most prominent

peaks of the folded histogram

6 Results

In this paper, for the classification task, we have chosen
CART and C4.5 algorithms due to both are available in
free software and have different construction criteria. We
use the WEKA software (Waikato Environment of
Knowledge Analysis - http://www.cs.waikato.ac.nz),
developed by the University of Waikato, New Zealand. In
this software, CART is named SimpleCart and C4.5 is
named as J48. This fact makes possible to compare the
performance of different algorithms, since they are
implemented using the same software. Therefore, we
avoid the comparison of results of algorithms that can
present different performances if they are implemented on
different platforms.

The Latin Music Database is organized in a matrix,
where each column represents the 30 input attributes
described in Table 2. Thus, the full database is built by 31
columns, including the output - musical genres - in the
last column. There are 3000 instances (rows of the matrix
database), being 10 instances of each one of the ten
genres. Firstly, in order to execute the decision trees

algorithms, the numerical input attributes were
categorized according to tercile; then, each input attribute
is divided in 3 categories: low, medium and high, with
1000 values in each category. Then, database is
partitioned in training set and test set. Training set is
composed by 80% of full database (2400 instances) and
test set is composed by 20% (600 instances). In other
words, there are 300 instances of each genre. These
instances are partitioned in training (80%) and test (20%)
sets. Musical genres are the outputs of the decision trees.

In order to generate the decision tree model to classify
the database, classification results were obtained by
considering the algorithms described in Section 4 and
different measures of validation. The results of musical
genres classification is described in Tables 3, 4, 5 and 6.

Table 3: Numerical Data - Algorithm CART
Method Prune Leaves Size Accuracy

Training Set CC 67 133 73.20%
Cross Validation CC 67 133 63.33%

Test Set CC 58 115 62.83%
Training Set Unpruned 341 681 91.93%

Cross Validation Unpruned 341 681 62.97%
Test Set Unpruned 293 585 60.17%

Table 4: Numerical Data - Algorithm C4.5
Method Prune Leaves Size Accuracy

Training Set EBP 364 727 93.57%
Cross Validation EBP 364 727 60.97%

Test Set EBP 301 601 62.33%
Training Set REP 131 261 74.53%

Cross Validation REP 131 261 59.70%
Test Set REP 106 211 63.50%

Training Set Unpruned 379 757 93.83%
Cross Validation Unpruned 379 757 60.80%

Test Set Unpruned 310 619 62.00%

Table 5: Categoric Data - Algorithm CART
Method Prune Leaves Size Accuracy

Training Set CC 109 217 71.30%
Cross Validation CC 109 217 60.90%

Test Set CC 55 109 58.00%
Training Set Unpruned 485 969 87.90%

Cross Validation Unpruned 485 969 58.67%
Test Set Unpruned 385 769 57.50%
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Table 6: Categoric data - Algorithm C4.5
Method Prune Leaves Size Accuracy

Training Set EBP 475 949 88.47%
Cross Validation EBP 475 949 58.37%

Test Set EBP 368 735 56.83%
Training Set REP 145 289 68.80%

Cross Validation REP 145 289 56.93%
Test Set REP 147 293 56.33%

Training Set Unpruned 547 1093 89.63%
Cross Validation Unpruned 547 1093 56.83%

Test Set Unpruned 433 865 55.00%

The measures of validation considered are: Training
Set, Cross-Validation and Test Set. Training Set uses the
full database; in this case, the algorithm run the same
database to learn patterns and to generate the results of
the classification. For this reason, it presents the best
accuracy, since the database behavior is already known.
Using Cross-Validation, withk = 10, as described in
Section 4.3, is also considered the full database, however,
there is the replacements of data subsets. Finally, Test Set
informs two data sets to the algorithm: training and test
sets. First, the algorithm uses the training set to generate
the model and to learn de data behavior. After the model
formulating, the test set is used to validate the efficiency
of the decision tree, verifying if the classification model
classify the test set correctly.

Tables 3 and 4 refer to the results obtained from
numerical data, by executing CART and C4.5 algorithms,
respectively. Tables 5 and 6 present the results obtained
from categoric data, using the same data sets considered
to obtain the results from numerical data. The results
consider pruned and unpruned trees. Results from CART
algorithm consider the CC pruning criteria and unpruned
trees and are presented in Tables 3 and 5. Executing C4.5
algorithm, two pruning criteria were considered: the EBP
method, based on confidence factor, which is 0.25
(default value of WEKA) and the REP method, both
described in Section 4.2.2. In addiction, unpruned trees
results are also presented in Tables 4 and 6.

The accuracy, the number of leaves and the size of
each generated decision tree are presented in Tables 3 to
6. These parameters refer to the complexity of the
decision tree, as described in Section 3.

As evaluation measure, Table 7 shows the values of
the total area under the ROC curve. As described in
Section 4.3, the closer the curve is to the perfect classifier,
the better it is at identifying positive values. Thus, the
closer to 1, the better the classification is.

Each line of Tables 3 to 6 corresponds to a
classification model. In order to generate the ROC curves
and the respective areas, four models are chosen: the ones
that use the Test Set method, since the Test Set evaluates
the number of instances correctly classified and present
fewer leaves and shorter trees; then, low complexity trees.
It can allow that any user can read the decision tree.

Therefore, the classification models selected in Table 7
are:

Model 1: numerical attributes using CART
Model 2: numerical attributes using C4.5
Model 3: categoric attributes using CART
Model 4: categoric attributes using C4.5

Table 7: Total area under the ROC curve for 4 models
Genre Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4
Tango 0.996 1.000 0.983 0.975

Bachata 0.965 0.962 0.980 0.973
Bolero 0.882 0.847 0.881 0.799

Merengue 0.904 0.934 0.934 0.850
Salsa 0.869 0.826 0.834 0.767
Forró 0.788 0.745 0.823 0.838

Pagode 0.829 0.802 0.783 0.776
Sertanejo 0.842 0.726 0.818 0.800
Gaúcha 0.782 0.747 0.823 0.659

Axé 0.822 0.781 0.769 0.724
Weighted Avg. 0.868 0.837 0.863 0.816

From classification results, Confusion Matrices are
generated for the same classification models. Tables 8 to
11 show that, as explained in Section 4.3, the diagonals
present the higher numerical values, illustrating the
efficiency of the classification models. Thus, results
presented in Tables 8 to 11 refer to the Confusion Matrix
for each one of the four models, obtained from the Test
set. The other methods (Training set and Cross
Validation), as expected, showed even better results, since
they present better accuracy.

Table 8: Confusion Matrix for Model 1
Genre a b c d e f g h i j

Tango = a 60 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Bachata = b 0 54 0 4 2 0 0 0 0 0

Bolero = c 1 0 33 0 5 3 7 9 2 0
Merengue = d 0 2 0 46 1 2 0 4 1 4

Salsa = e 0 4 0 3 41 3 1 3 3 2
Forró = f 0 3 4 4 6 21 9 9 4 0

Pagode = g 0 1 4 1 1 3 37 8 2 3
Sertanejo = h 0 0 8 0 6 1 3 29 7 6

Gaúcha = i 4 1 3 1 3 2 4 7 26 9
Axé = j 1 1 0 5 4 2 3 10 4 30
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Table 9: Confusion Matrix for Model 2
Genre a b c d e f g h i j

Tango = a 60 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Bachata = b 0 54 0 2 3 1 0 0 0 0
Bolero = c 1 1 42 0 5 4 1 2 3 1

Merengue = d 0 1 0 52 0 0 2 0 2 3
Salsa = e 0 1 4 1 37 3 4 4 2 4
Forró = f 0 1 7 2 4 20 17 6 2 1

Pagode = g 0 0 5 1 0 4 37 5 4 4
Sertanejo = h 0 0 13 1 3 5 4 24 6 4

Gaúcha = i 1 1 7 2 3 5 9 3 27 2
Axé = j 0 4 1 3 6 2 3 6 7 28

Table 10: Confusion Matrix for Model 3
Genre a b c d e f g h i j

Tango = a 53 0 3 0 0 1 0 0 3 0
Bachata = b 0 53 0 0 5 0 0 0 0 2
Bolero = c 6 0 31 0 2 2 7 6 6 0

Merengue = d 0 4 0 42 1 2 1 2 1 7
Salsa = e 1 4 0 4 30 5 7 3 1 5
Forró = f 0 1 3 0 4 32 13 3 0 4

Pagode = g 0 2 3 2 1 9 30 10 1 2
Sertanejo = h 2 0 7 0 3 11 3 24 6 4

Gaúcha = i 3 0 4 3 5 3 1 9 29 3
Axé = j 0 3 1 4 6 4 5 10 3 24

Table 11: Confusion Matrix for Model 4
Genre a b c d e f g h i j

Tango = a 52 0 4 0 0 1 0 0 3 0
Bachata = b 0 53 0 3 4 0 0 0 0 0
Bolero = c 6 2 29 2 6 1 3 6 4 1

Merengue = d 0 2 0 45 1 2 1 2 1 6
Salsa = e 2 5 3 3 31 6 1 1 4 4
Forró = f 1 1 4 1 4 36 6 5 1 1

Pagode = g 1 0 4 3 1 11 25 11 3 1
Sertanejo = h 1 0 5 0 7 5 7 28 3 4

Gaúcha = i 1 0 6 3 10 5 1 10 16 8
Axé = j 0 3 1 9 7 6 6 4 1 23

In the last column of Tables 3 to 6, the accuracy is
presented for each method. This performance measure is
defined as the number of instances correctly classified
divided by the total instances. Accuracy values are
provided by Confusion Matrices, since the main diagonal
indicates the number of genres correctly classified. Since
the selected models in Table 7 use the Test Set, the
Confusion Matrices must have 600 values. As described
in Section 4.3, the higher the values are concentrated in
main diagonal, the better the classifier is.

7 Conclusion

In this paper, we present a decision tree approach for the
musical genres classification task. This approach is
chosen due to the simple understanding and the
possibility to examine the data relationships in all stages
of the classification process, through the graphical
analysis of the tree structure. CART and C4.5 decision
tree algorithms are selected to induce binary tree. They
provide different classification results, but it is possible to
compare them performances.

Analyzing the results presented previously, we
conclude the CART algorithm presents the best
performance for database. Classification models 1 and 3
generate higher accuracy, fewer leaves and shorter trees
than others. Then, CART presents low complexity trees.
Besides, CART shows the higher values concentrated in
main diagonal of the Confusion Matrices and the higher
area under ROC curves. Therefore, the algorithm is useful
to provide an automatic classification method for the
considered database.

Table 4 shows, for Test Set method, that REP, which
is a post-pruning method, generates better accuracy than
EBP pruning method and provides low complexity tree
(shorter size tree). In Table 6, REP method provides a
considerable shorter size tree and the accuracy is not very
decreased.

Analyzing Table 7, the higher the area under ROC
curve, the better the discrimination provided by the
classification model. The genres that present higher area
values are: Tango, Bachata, Merengue, Bolero and Salsa.
Since the weighted average of area under ROC curves are
greater then 0.80 [5,10], the models present excellent
performances for the classification task. Models 1 and 3
present the higher weighted averages, indicating the best
performances.

Table 3 shows that using pruning method, the trees size
can be reduced by almost 5 times. A similar reduction is
noted in Table 5, which Test Set method is reduced by 7
times and the other in 4 times.

Although the C4.5 algorithm has not presented the
best accuracy for databaseLatin Music Database, it still
can be considered for the classification task, since it
presents very good results, as shown in Tables 4, 6 and 7.
Then, the decision trees algorithms executed in this paper
are appropriated tools to classify the database.

As we can see in Tables 3, 4, 5 and 6, the pruning
method is fundamental to reduce the complexity of the
tree. This process makes the decision tree easier to be
interpreted. By comparing the accuracies of pruned and
unpruned trees, we can notice a variation not significant,
however, considering the number of leaves and the size of
pruned trees, we can observe a very relevant reduction in
the complexity of the trees.

The methodology proposed in this paper was applied
to classify Latin musical genres. It can be applied to
classify other different sets of musical genres. In this case,
the input features, as timbral texture, beats, frequency and
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the others, are the same. The numerical data related to
these features have to be collected for the new genres in
order to be classified using the proposed methodology.

As future perspectives, we intend to apply the fuzzy
decision trees in order to classify musical genres
automatically, considering imprecisions and fusions
among genres classes.
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